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A La Media Noche (At Midnight}

Puerto Rican Carol Arranged by Bob Lipton
Unit 1: Composer Biography
Bob Lipton is an educator, performer and composer. Upton was born in 1954. He graduated
1

from San Francisco State University with a B.A. in music education. He was previously a
teacher of middle school orchestra and band in Silicon Valley and held that position for 19 years
2

and is currently retired. Lipton composes music for string orchestras as well as bands. He also
performs and arranges brass quintet music.

Unit 2: Composition Overview
A La Media Noche is written for string orchestra. It is based off of the traditional Puerto Rican

Carol and was published in 2012. The piece begins in e minor and moves to a minor and ends in
a minor. In personal communication with Bob Upton, he stated that he was slightly
embarrassed by this arrangement and was embarrassed that it was a popular piece for groups
to perform.
Unit 3: Historical Perspective on the Piece
A La Media Noche is a traditional Puerto Rican Carol. Christmas is celebrated with songs, good

will and remembrances in Puerto Rico. Carolers roam the streets and walk house to house
singing Christmas carols. As each group finishes singing, they move inside to celebrate with

1
2

uBob Lipton." Alfred Music. http://www.alfredpub.com/Company/Authors/Boblipton.aspx
Bob Lipton, email message to author, September 21, 2018.
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2
food and drink before moving onto the next house. The groups gradually grow and singing can
3

last well into the early morning. Below you will find the translated text.
At midnight, amidst the severity of the cold
is born Jesus Christ, redeemer of the heavens.
At midnight the rooster was singing and in his voice was saying
that Christ has been born already4

Unit 4: Technical Consideration
This piece is written in e minor which requires the musicians to utilize a low 2 pattern on the A
string. The musicians have to use a variety of other finger patterns including high 3 and low 1.
The driving, syncopated rhythm in the low strings keeps the piece moving forward and the
syncopation presented in the upper strings helps connect the parts. The dynamics change at
the beginning of the phrases. However, throughout the individual phrases, there are not many
dynamic variations.
The piece is in cut time and moves quickly, making the eighth note rhythmic patterns feel like
sixteenth note patterns. This may be a challenge for less experienced students when mixed
with the low 2 finger pattern. The melody is passed between each instrument group, often with
two or three groups performing the rhythmic pattern of the melody in unison. The melody does

3

Melissa Mayntz, "Christmas Traditions in Puerto Rico." LoveToKnow, Corp, accessed
September 21, 2018,
https://christmas.lovetoknow.corn/Christmas Traclitions in Puerto Rico

4

Joan Szymko, "A la Media Noche." Accessed September 21, 2018,
https://www.joanszymko.com/works/ind/la-media-noche
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involve several string crossings which can present an adequate challenge for young musicians at
grade level.

Unit 5: Stylistic Considerations
This piece was written in 2012 and is based off of the Puerto Rican Carol At the Hour of

Midnight. The piece is vibrant and dance-like and should be performed at an allegro tempo of
128 beats per minute. The syncopated rhythms provide a forward driving impetus which
contributes to the dance like nature of the work. There are very clear bowings indicated that
should be followed as well as accents clearly marked. Dynamically, there is not much variation
within the phrases with indicated volume markings at the beginning of phrases.

Unit 6: Musical Elements
Melody
There are two melodies presented in A La Media Noche. The first theme, theme A, begins after
the four bar introduction and continues to measure 21. The theme is broken down into 8 bar
phrases. Each time theme A returns, it is slightly different, instruments are added, the melody
moves to a different instrument, or it is set like a round with each entrance of the melody
staggered. At measure 21, we see the introduction of theme B which continues until measure
37. This is also presented in two 8 bar phrases. This secondary melody is void of eighth note
patterns but continues to use the syncopated rhythm that was originally presented in the low
strings at the beginning of the piece. The piece quickly returns to theme A with the melody now
in the lower strings while the upper strings fill in the harmony. Theme Bis presented again at
measure 53 with the same intervals but in a different key. The piece ends with theme A being

4
varied once again, with an increased dynamic, accents and every section minus the string bass
section, playing in rhythmic unison.
Harmony
The piece begins in e minor and moves to a minor (closely related key) at measure 53. The
piece closes in a minor. Each phrase ends on a perfect authentic cadence and is tonal
throughout. The piece is written homophonically with a single melodic line above a syncopated
harmonic accompaniment.
Rhythm
Upton uses syncopated rhythms as well as eighth note rhythmic patterns to drive the piece
forward. Theme Bis not only contrasted by melody, but also by its' rhythmic simplicity. Theme
B is direct in the use of the rhythmic accompaniment, using very little of the syncopated
rhythm. The piece is written in cut time and remains that way throughout.
Timbre
Lipton uses the entire string orchestra throughout the piece but creates variants by moving one
or two instrument groups to pizzicato or to arco. This creates the illusion of independent
sections changing dynamics or dropping out completely. When the sections return to using
their bow, it creates a larger and louder sound.

Unit 7: Form and Structure
Section
(measures)

J

Form

Musical Element

Other events

5
m.1--4

m. 5-12

Introduction

Theme A

Opening of the piece,

The introduction is marked with a

introduces the melodic

forte dynamic and accents are used.

line

The double bass is pizzicato

Theme A is presented for

The syncopated rhythmic pattern is

the first time

introduced and the dynamic is
lessened to mf

m.13-20

Theme Al

Theme A is continued,

Dynamic level is increased back to

but slightly varied

forte. The opening melodic motive is
presented here while the second
violins and violas play the melody
first presented by the first violins.

m. 21-28

Theme B

Theme B is introduced

Dynamic level lessens again, now
down to mp. The style is more

legato. Accidentals are used
throughout this theme.

_j

J

m. 29-36

Theme Bl

Theme B is continued but

Skips are added to the first violin line

main melody moves from

but the rhythm remains the same as

violin to cello

the first 8 bars of theme B

6

m. 37-44

A2

Theme A returns with

The dynamic is back to forte with the

melody in the low strings

melody moved to the cello and bass.
Bass is now arco. The syncopated
rhythm introduced in the beginning
is replaced with quarter notes and
quarter rests

m. 45-52

A3

Theme A is back in the

The bass is back to pizz. The

first violins, stagger

syncopated rhythm has returned.

entrances are made from

The dynamic remains the same

the second violins and
the violas

m. 53-60

82

Key changes to a minor,

Dynamic returns to mp

theme B is re-introduced
in this key

m. 61-68

83

Theme Bl is repeated

Skips are once again added to the

here but in a minor

first violin line and the cello line has
the melody

7

m. 69-75

m. 76-

A4

Conclusion

end

Theme A is presented in

The violas have a staggered entrance

the first violins and the

while the violins enter at the same

syncopated rhythm is

time but have different rhythms. The

back in the bass and cello

dynamic is raised to forte once again

The original theme is

The dynamic level is raised one final

once again used, but this

time to ff and accents are used to

time, it is used to close

increase the intensity. Every group of

out the piece.

instruments plays in unison rhythm
while the bass plays a quarter note,
quarter rest pattern.

Unit 8: Suggested Ustening

A La Media Noche, recorded December 2010.
https:/[wvwj. youtube.com/watch ?v"HHQR67UBAZ0

Joan Szymko, A La Media Noche, recorded December 2010.
https://www.youtube.com/watch ?vccHHQR67UBAZ0

Navidad en Puerto Rico "A Lo Boricuan
https://www.youtube.com/wotch ?vccOu9B yOsDxU4&/ist"'PL F8w0Ft0BqPG3 X5k823tq3
Q5pyWu/D8
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Caprio/ Suite for String Orchestra: Movement 1. Basse-Danse; Movement 5. Pieds-en-l'air;
Movement 6. Mattachins (Sword Dance)

Peter Warlock
Unit 1:
Peter Warlock, also known as Philip Heseltine, was born in London in October of 1894. Philip
reserved the pseudonym, Peter Warlock, for musical works and used his real name for his
literary and editorial works. Peter was self-taught as a composer. He became the editor of a
musical journal, wrote a few books and transcribed compositions of Dowland, Ravenscroft and
Purcell. He moved frequently and was known for his scandalous lifestyle. As he grew older, he
felt as if his creativeness was coming to an end. He was found dead in his Chelsea flat on
December 17, 1930. It is believed that he died by suicide. Warlock wrote mostly solo songs with
piano accompaniment. He wrote a few coral works and a handful of works for orchestra and
piano.

1

Unit 2:
Caprio/ Suite for string orchestra is a six movement piece based off of dance tunes from

Arbeau's Orchesographie. Movements 1, 5 and 6 will be the focus of this study. Movement 1 is
Basse-Dance, movement 5 is Pieds-en-l'air and movement 6 is Mattachins or sword dance.
Pieds-en-I'air does not utilize the string bass, it is written tacet for the entire movement. There

are divisi sections throughout the movements including triple divisis.

2

Unit 3:
Captiol Suite was written in 1926 and the movements are based on ancient dance tunes from
Arbeau's Orchesographie which was published in 1589. The Orchesographie is a manual of
Renaissance dances written by a French priest, leading to the movements of this suite to have a
distinct renaissance style. The piece was originally written as a piano duet in 1925, quickly
2

followed by the string orchestra version in 1926 and the full orchestra version in 1928. The
suite was written towards the end of Warlock's life during his most prolific period while he was
living in Eynsford, Kent. Many piano songs were written during this period as well as a few
choral settings.

3

Unit 4:
Movement 1. Basse-Danse, begins ind minor. Accidentals are written in throughout the
movement. The ensemble should learn how to play ad minor scale before learning the piece,
this will allow them to better understand the tonality of it. The ensemble should be familiar
with how to play using a low one and a low two pattern. Three part divisi is utilized in the first
violin section. Double stops are also used throughout this movement.
Movement 5. Pieds-en-l'air is in G major. It is a slower movement and features a 9/4 time
signature as well as a 6/4 time signature in the last two measures. The ensemble should be
aware of what conducting pattern will be used and how that fits with their parts. Accidentals,

divisi, and rallentandas are used throughout the movement. Written dynamics are used and
should be played accordingly. The contrabass remains tacet for this movement.

2
3

Matthew Lynch, Warlock- Caprio/ Suite. ~~E:LL"".""''"',JLLL,'~"1.'.Ec3'c.E.'ci\L1L"E'c'EE'"L'L
Richard Valentine, The Peter Warlock Society. http://www.peterwarlock.org/lifeworks.htm
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Movement 6.

Mattachins or sword dance, is a brisk movement in F major. Staccatos and slurs

are written throughout as well as accidentals. The contrabass is reintroduced for this
movement. The second half of the movement is the loudest section and is filled with accents,
accidentals and double stops. The ending has an indication of con

tutta forza which translates

to "as loud as possible". The ensemble should understand how to produce a quality,forte
sound while remaining balanced between the sections.
Unit 5:
The movements are loosely based off of Renaissance dances and feature a typical renaissance
style. Movement 1 is based off of a lively dance for the elderly and features a smooth melodic
line at the beginning of the movement. This smooth melody mimics the dancers' feet sliding
across the floor. Movement 5 is the only movement that is based on an instruction to the
dancers, as opposed to a dance itself. The movement is very smooth, using slurs and ties
frequently and is a slower movement. The dancers' feet are to move gently across the floor,
barely touching it. It is a calm, smooth dance and the movement eludes to that. Movement 6 is
based off of a fast sword dance that is danced by four men who are pretending to be in combat.
The is a driving march-like feel throughout the piece and the dissonances at the end of the
piece indicate the violence of combat.
Unit 6:
Melody
Movement 1 begins with the melody in the first violin section and is passed quickly to the
second violins. Rehearsal marker A introduces the B theme which remains in the first violin
part. Rehearsal marker B introduces theme C and the theme is once again passed between the

4
first and second violins. Theme A and Bare brought back at rehearsal marker C with slight
variations in tonality, bowings and dynamics.
Movement 5 features one melody that is varied during the second half of the movement. The
variation adds divisis as well as more melodic movement in the harmonic sections.
Movement 6 features a melody at the beginning of the movement. Rehearsal marker A features
a variation on the original melody by add an upper octave in the first violin section ad well as
harmonic divisi and double stops in the violin two section. Rehearsal marker B features the call
and response, combat-like, section of the movement. The melody does not return and the
movement ends in dissonances.
Harmony
Movement 1 is ind minor and moves to D major half way through. Movement 5 is in G major
and remains in G major throughout the piece. Movement 6 begins in F major and despite
extreme dissonance towards the end of the piece, ends in F major. There are accidentals
throughout all three of the movements featured which creates interesting and unique
harmonies.
Rhythm
The first movement features quarter notes, eighth notes and half notes. The sections that are
not playing the melody feature a sparse rhythmic accompaniment using rests. The tempo of the
movement is moderately fast and the eighth notes provide nice movement throughout the
melody. Movement five is slower, tranquil and sweet. The time signature of 9/4 may make the
rhythmic aspect of this movement difficult. The ensemble must subdivide and understand how

s
many beats each pitch receives. There are not any notes longer than a quarter note but there
are a lot of pitches that are tied together and held for nine or more beats.
Movement six features a very march-like, quick rhythmic base. Sextuplets and triplets are used
in this movement near the end of the piece. The movement is fast which makes the eighth
notes feel more like sixteenth notes.
Timbre
Warlock used the entire string orchestra in movements one and six and the contrabass is tacet
in movement five. Movement six has the bass coming in later in the movement which helps add
intensity.
Unit 7: form and Structure

Musical Element

Other events

Section
(measures)
Mvt.1

Form

m.1-8

Theme A

Opening of the piece that
presents the first theme

Strong down beat with the
first violins presenting the
melody. Accents are used in
each section in measures 4
and 8 to add emphasis on
beatone

m. 9-16

Theme A'

Theme A is presented in the
second violin section.

Added divisis to the melody
help vary the harmonic
movement. The rhythm of
the accompaniment changes
in measure 10. The quarter
note moves to beat two
giving it a different feel.

m.17-32

Theme B

Theme B is presented in the
first violins and moves to the
second violins in measure 21

Each section is forte and
everything but the section
with the melody begins
together

6

m. 33-40

ThemeC

Theme C is presented in the
first violin for four measures
then moves to the second
violin

The sparse accompaniment
continues without the bass

m. 41-48

ThemeC'

The violin twos continue
with the melody

The first violins feature a
three part divisi while the
lower strings are pizz. This is
also the first time that the
dynamics vary between the
melody and accompaniment.

m. 49-56

Theme A'

Theme A is presented again
within the first violin section.

The melody is varied using
double stops, divisi and bow
lifts. The accompaniment also
becomes more busy and uses
less rests. The lower strings
return to arco.

m. 57-64

Theme B'

Theme Bis presented again
in the first violin section.

Divisis are used to create
variation. The lower strings
use eighth notes

m. 64-end

Conclusion

The ending of the movement The first violins do not play
ends in unison rhythm in the the last two measures and
the violin twos and violas are
violins and violas
fff and in unison.

Mvt5.
m. 1-12

Theme A'

Theme A is presented

The first violins and violas
present similar rhythms. The
second violins has a similar
rhythm but is slightly more
different than the first violins.
The cello provides the bass
line and the contrabass is
tacet throughout this
movement.

Theme A'

Theme A is repeated with
variation

A divisi adds texture. The
main melody remains in the

m.13-24

7
first violin section.
Accidentals add harmonic
variation and dynamic
variations help vary the
original theme.

m. 25-end

Conclusion

Slower two measure
conclusion to the movement

The time signature changes.
There are divisi sections and
the movement ends on a G
major chord with a fermata.

Mvt.6
m.1-4

Introduction

Cellos present the driving,
rhythmic force behind the
movement

Cellos are the only section
playing the introduction,
double stops are used

m. 5-28

Theme A

The melody is presented in
the first violins

The cellos continue with their
rhythmic beginning. The bass
does not play at all. The
second violins and violas play
the same rhythm and
compliment the rhythm of
the main melody. There is
little variation in dynamics
but there are two different
dynamics written in.

m. 29-44

Theme A'

An octave is added to the
first violins to add dimension
to the main theme

The violas and second violins
have divisis added to create
more texture. The cellos
continue with their beginning
rhythm for 8 measures then
move to play the same
rhythm as the violas. The bass
joins in and plays the same
rhythm as the cellos.

m. 45-end

Conclusion

Theme A is removed and a
call and response section
ends the piece

Increased dissonances propel
the movement towards the

8
end. The dissonances
increase intensity to mimic
the violence of combat. The
movement ends on an F
major chord

Unit 8: Suggested listening
MCO: Warlock-Caprio! Suite. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZoRKclhkCec
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A Charlie Brown Christmas
Larry Moore

Unit 1:
Larry Moore received a Bachelor of Music Education from Greenville College. Moore is an
accomplished pianist and has written and arranged music for a variety of groups. His
compositions have been used in television promotions and many have been performed by
several symphony orchestras. Moore is Hal Leonard's most prolific writer for strings and groups
from all over the world have performed his pieces. He currently is employed by Hal Leonard and
works within their educational music department.

1

Unit 2:

A Charlie Brown Christmas was written in 2012 for string orchestra with added percussion. It is
a medley of three pieces, Linus and Lucy, Christmas Time is Here and O Tannenbaum. The full
orchestra is used throughout the piece and a violin 3 part is included to supplement for the
viola. The piece is published by Hal Leonard Corporation and is categorized as a medium/easy
piece.

Unit 3:
A Charlie Brown Christmas is a medley of songs from Charlie Brown. The original selections that

are used in this piece were published in 1965 and 1966. The television program, "A Charlie
Brown Christmas" was based off of the Peanuts comic strip by Charles Schulz and premiered in
December of 1965. The music was a mixture of jazz and Christmas music. The Vince Guaraldi

1

Larry Moore, email message to author, October 16, 2018.

2

Trio created the jazz portions of the soundtrack. Linus and Lucy, and Christmas Time Is Here are
original pieces written specifically for the special. A Charlie Brown Christmas was voted into the
Grammy Hall of Fame in 2007 and was added to the Library Of Congress's National Recording
Registry in 2012. 2 This medley of songs for string orchestra was published in 2002, many years
after the original show premiered.

Unit 4:
The piece begins in D major and features many key changes. The first violin section does
feature some shifting to third position and cellos are required to shift as well. There is a fair
amount of divisi throughout the piece as well. The ensemble should be familiar with accents,
marcatos and staccatos. Rhythmically, triplets and syncopation is utilized throughout the piece

to match the original jazz sound of the production. There are accidentals marked throughout
the piece as well as changing key and time signatures.

Unit 5:
This medley was written in 2002 based off of the original productions' soundtrack. The jazz
style is utilized throughout the piece with a "relaxed swing" style being used. Accents and
marcatos are heavily used, as well as staccatos.

Unit 6:
Melody
A Charlie Brown Christmas features three pieces from the television production; Linus and Lucy,
Christmas Time Is Here and O Tannenbaum. Linus and Lucy and Christmas Time Is Here is

2

"A Charlie Brown Christmas." Accessed October 11, 2018.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/A_Charlie_Brown_Christmas
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presented in the first violin section with the other sections adding harmonic and rhythmic
qualities. 0 Tannenbaum starts in the cello section and then the first violin section takes over.
The violin two and viola section rhythmically follow the first violin section throughout the piece
while providing harmonies.
Harmony
The low strings present a broken chord pattern for the majority of the piece. The violin two and
viola sections help fill in the chord structure while playing the melodic rhythm. There are a few
key changes throughout the piece and the use of accidentals is extensive. Diminished and
suspended chords are also used frequently throughout the piece.
Rhythm
Syncopation is used throughout the entire piece. 0 Tannenbaum presents a relaxed swing
pattern as well as triplets. The ensemble should be presented with these rhythmic patterns
before beginning the piece.
Timbre
The entire ensemble is used throughout the whole piece. The melody is generally presented in
the first violins, but it is presented in the cello section at the beginning of O Tannenbaum.
Unit 7: Form and Structure
Section
(measures)
m.1-S

m. 6-18

Form

Musical Element

Other events

Introduction

Opening of the piece

The first violins have the
melody while the rest of the
strings play a unison
rhythmic pattern

Linus and
Lucy

The melody is presented in
the upper strings, this is the
"A" section of Linus and Lucy

The low strings begin the
piece with broken chords

4

m.19-26

Linus and
Lucy

This is the "B" Section of
Linus and Lucy. The melody
remains in the upper violins

Divisi is utilized in the violin
one and cello sections

m. 27-40

Linus and
Lucy

The "A" section is repeated
with slight variation.

The viola section has a soli to
help transition into the next
song

m. 41-45

transition

Transition into Christmas
Time is Here

m.46-53

Christmas
Time is Here

Key change and time
signature change as well as a
tempo change
Melody remains in the first
violins, this is the "A" section
of Christmas Time is Here"

m. 54-69

Christmas
Time is Here

This is the "B" section of this
piece. The melody remains in
the first violins

Accidentals are used
throughout this section to
lead to a key change

m. 70-77

Christmas
Time is Here

Transition section within
Christmas Time is Here
leading to O Tannenbaum

There is a time signature and
key signature change at the
end of this transition as well
as a tempo change

m. 78-105

0

The cellos begin this section
with the melody

This song is also in a relaxed
swing style and ends with a
tremolo and ceasura

The original theme returns to
end the piece. The original
key also returns as well as
the beginning tempo

The low strings provide the
chords in a broken chord
pattern while the upper
strings play the melody. Divisi
is used in the first violins and
dramatic dynamic changes
happen near the end

Tannenbaum

m.106-end

linusond
Lucy

This section is repeated

5

Unit 8: Suggested Listening
Vince Guaraldi Trio, Linus and Lucy. b.l1.•QS./f'0!y0•yv,yg,[ltlp.Q. t:'.J.ffi,y:tt<J~3!.'.KYl'.LiJ

Vince Guaraldi Trio, 0 Tannenbaum. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kkc1d6pbBJM
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Christmas in a Minute and a Half
Douglas Wagner

Unit 1:
Douglas Wagner is an internationally recognized arranger and composer. He has published
more than 3,000 pieces since 1973. He writes pieces for choir, concert band, orchestra,
handbells, organ, piano, and voice. Doug is an A.S.C.A.P award-winning composer as well as an
editor for a major publishing company. He currently lives in Indianapolis but grew up in Chicago
Illinois. His music is performed in concert settings all over the world.

1

Unit 2:
Christmas in a Minute and a Half was written in 2017. The piece utilizes the entire string
orchestra. Each section gets to play the melody during the piece. The melodies get passed back
and forth between the sections, so having strong individual sections is necessary. Christmas in a
Minute in a Half is graded as an easy piece according to J.W. Pepper.

Unit 3:
Christmas in a Minute and a Half features a variety of well known holiday songs. These songs

are Good King Wenceslos; Deck the Hall; 0 Come, All Ye Faithful; Here We Come-A-Caroling;
Jolly Old Saint Nicholas; 0 Come, little Children; Angels We Have Heard on High; We Three
Kings; Now Is Born; Joy to the World; Jingle Bells; Up on the Housetop and Hallelujah! Chorus.

2

Unit 4:

1

Douglas Wagner, Douglas E. Wagner American Musician and Composer.
http://douglasewagner.com/
2 Douglas Wagner, "Christmas in a Minute and a Half". Alfred Music. Accessed October14 2018
https ://www.alfred.com/christmas-in-a-minute-a nd-a-half/p/00-45820/

2

The piece begins in G major and moves toe minor at measure 27. The piece is tonal and it
moves quickly from carol to carol. Each carol lasts for as short as two measures, to as long as
eight measures. Many of the rhythms are not difficult, employing quarter notes and eighth
notes. There are, however, a few sections within the piece that feature syncopated rhythms.
The ensemble must know how to count and subdivide the measures in order to play the
syncopated rhythms correctly. There are many staggered entrances and entrances that do not
happy on beat one which may be difficult for younger students.

Unit 5:
This medley was written in 2017 and features 13 different Christmas carols throughout it. The
style changes based on the piece that is being played, some pieces are legato and some feature

staccatos. The carols that are used are familiar tunes. If the group is unfamiliar with the carols,
they may want to listen to each individual one before playing this medley.

Unit 6:
Melody
There are many different melodies within this medley, 13 to be exact. A new melody is
presented every few measures and once a melody is played, it is not repeated or brought back
in any way. The pieces are presented in the following order, Good King Wenceslas; Deck the

Hall; 0 Come, All Ye Faithful; Here We Come-A-Caroling; Jolly Old Saint Nicholas; 0 Come, Little
Children; Angels We Have Heard on High; We Three Kings; Now Is Born; Joy to the World; Jingle
Bells; Up on the Housetop and Hallelujah! Chorus. The melodies are passed between each
section of the string orchestra.
Harmony

3

The piece is in G major and changes toe minor at measure 27 before returning and ending in G
major. Each phrase ends in a perfect authentic cadence and the piece retains a relatively simple
harmonic structure.
Rhythm
There is a bit of added complexity when it comes to the rhythms within Christmas in a Minute

and a Half. There are large sections of the piece that have syncopated entrances and the lower
strings have a section where they continually play on the up-beat. The rhythm of the main
melodies of each piece are presented in quarter notes and eighth notes, making them easier to
perform. There are areas of unison rhythm between two or three sections but they do not last
long before moving to a more complete and complex texture.
Timbre
Wagner utilizes the entire string orchestra throughout the piece, passing the melody back and
forth between the sections. Each section has a chance to briefly play the melody of the current
carol.

Unit 7: Form and Structure

Form

Musical Element

Other events

Good King
Wences/as

Opening of the piece

The low strings present the
opening tune of the piece

m. 3-4

Deck the
Hall

The upper strings are
introduced with a new
melody

The low strings hold a unison
D while upper strings play
two bars of melody

m.5-6

OCome,A/1
Ye Faithful

Low strings play this melody

Upper strings rest while the
low strings move quickly
through this new melody

Section
(measures)
m.1-2

4

m. 7-10

Here We
Come-ACaroling

Upper strings return with
new melody while low strings
hold

Transitions the piece into the
next melody

m. 11-18

Jolly Old
Saint
Nicholas

Melody is passed between
violin one and two.

All sections play during this
melody. Lower strings
support the melody. This
melody is significantly longer
than the previous four

m.19-22

OCome
Little
Children

Violin ones have the melody

The viola, cello and bass are
in unison while the viola
continues to play Jolly Old
Saint Nicholas for four bars

m. 23-26

Angels We
Have Heard
on High

Violins play the melody

Dynamic change happens to
indicate new melody. Quickly
moves onto next piece

m. 27-32

We Three
Kings

Violin ones play the melody

Lower strings and violin twos
have a unison rhythm while
the bass plays a syncopated
rhythm

m. 33-36

Now is Born

The cello plays this new
melody while the violin ones
continue with We Three Kings

The violin two and viola
sections play a unison rhythm
while the bass continues the
syncopated pattern

The melody is passed from
the inner voices to the outer
voices

The cello and bass lead into
the next melody

m. 37-40

Joy to the
World

m. 41-48

Jingle Bells

Violin ones begin playing the
melody then it is passed on to
the violin twos

The viola and cello have a
syncopated rhythm while the
bass plays on the beat

m. 49-56

Up On the
Housetop/

The violin ones play the
melody while violas continue
the melody of Jingle Bells

The cello and violin twos
continue with the syncopated
rhythm and the bass
continues to play on the
down beats

5

m. 57-end

Hallelujah!
Chorus

The violin one plays the
melody with a unison rhythm
from violin two and violas.

Unit 8: Suggested Listening

O Come, All Ye Faithful. December 2, 2013.
https://www.youtube.com/watch ?v=llwHyMR_SCA
Ray Conniff. Here We Come A-Caroling. August 14, 2013.

Angels we Have Heard on High. December 16, 2011.

Now Is Born the Divine Christ Child. December 8 2013.
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1
The Christmas Train

Kenneth Baird

Unit 1:
Kenneth Baird is a composer, teacher and performer. Baird was born in 1954 in Tulsa,
Oklahoma where he still resides. He has taught for over 35 years and has taught a wide variety
of students ranging from beginner band and strings all the way through college wind ensembles
and orchestras. He has held positions at Tulsa Public Schools, Inola Public Schools and Oral
Roberts University. 1 He currently teaches instrumental classes to homeschooled children. Baird
holds two music degrees, a Bachelors of music education and Bachelors of music performance
from the University of Tulsa. He also holds a Masters of Science in Fine and Performing Arts
from Southern Oregon State College. He is an active performer on trumpet. He has written
several studies for trumpet and numerous works for solo instruments, ensembles and string
orchestras. He still teaches today and is the founder of the Isaiah 42:12 Outreach. This ministry
teaches underprivileged adults, who have felt called to praise and worship, to play
instruments.2

Unit 2:
The Christmas Train is written for string orchestra and optional piano. There is also an optional

violin 3 part which is the viola part in treble clef. The piano part is a reduction of the score. The
piece has no divisi sections and is in D major, which is an excellent key for beginner/middle
school orchestras. The piece is in ABA form and is published by J.W. Pepper. Pepper considers

1
2

Kenneth Baird, "Kenneth Baird Music." http://www.kennethbairdmusic.net/1901.html.
Kenneth Baird, email message to author, September 21, 2018.

2
this piece to be "very easy". The range for each instrument remains within an octave and can
be performed on two strings.

Unit 3:
The Christmas Train was written in 2005. Baird was teaching at Nimitz Middle School in Tulsa.

Baird was looking for new music to perform but had a limited budget which led him to write
this piece and others, for his groups. This began what he calls his "sideline career" in composing
and arranging. Baird wrote many pieces around the same time period, some of those pieces are
Land of the Roaring lion, Heroic Adventure, The Great Wall and Intensity.

3

Unit 4:
The piece is presented in D major. The key signature is not presented at the beginning of the
piece but is shown using accidentals throughout the entire piece. The piece itself is tonal and
tonally and rhythmically repetitive. Rhythmically, the piece implores quarter note and eighth
note rhythms. The upper strings use a unison rhythmic pattern starting at the beginning of the
piece which continues throughout. The lower strings begin in unison and continue until
measure 23 where the secondary melody is presented by the upper strings. The low strings
return to a unison rhythmic pattern at measure 33, where the first melody is reintroduced.
Common bowings techniques and symbols may need to be taught before this piece is
presented. The low strings should be familiar with how to perform staccatos and accents.

The Christmas Train requires students to be vigilant of the conductor, especially at the

beginning and the end of the piece. There is an optional accelerando during the introduction

3

Kenneth Baird, email message to author, September 21, 2018.

3

which leads to the quick Allegro tempo of the piece. There is also a ritardando at the conclusion
of the piece. The alterations in tempo provide ensemble and the conductor opportunities
create and strengthen non-verbal communication.
Unit 5:

This piece was written in 2005 and is written to sound like a train speeding up to a quick tempo
and slowing down to a stop. The accents provide the driving force along with the accelerando.
The ritardanda at the end of the piece helps provide the feeling of the train slowing down to a
gradual stop. The piece is marked by an Allegro tempo and the low string sections spend a lot of
time playing staccato which aids in the feeling of quickness. As for dynamics, Baird was quite
sparse, only indicating three dynamic levels throughout the whole piece. This allows for
flexibility and interpretation throughout the phrases.
Unit 6:

Melody
There are two distinct melodies presented in The Christmas Train. The first, theme A, begins
after the introduction at measure 5 and continues until measure 23. It is presented in an eight
bar phrase followed by a two measure transition. After the transition, theme A is repeated in
the first violins while the rest of the instruments have slight variations on theme A. The violin
twos and violas now create harmonies instead of playing in unison with the first violins and the
cellos and basses add rhythmic interest to their part, making this section Al (measure 15). The
secondary theme, or theme B, begins at measure 23 and is one eight bar phrase. Following
theme B, there is a two bar transition back into theme A at measure 33. At measure 33, the first
violins repeat the original melody while the rest of the sections have slight variations making

4
this return A2. The conclusions is very much like the introduction but instead of gradually
getting faster, the piece comes to a gradual stop.
Harmony
There is no harmonic variation throughout, and the piece remains in O major. Each phrase ends
on a perfect authentic cadence except the phrase that contains theme B (measure 23) which
ends on a half cadence. The piece is homophonic, with the first violins providing the melody,
while the rest of the strings provide the harmonic support.
Rhythm
The rhythms presented in this piece are very straight forward and repetitive. All rhythms begin
on the down beats of the measures, and there are no note values shorter than an eighth note
presented. Baird includes staccato pitches as well as accents to provide the driving force during
the Allegro section of the piece. At the beginning and the end of the piece, the note values
correspond with the tempo markings, meaning that during the accelerando section within the
introduction, the note values become shorter, moving from quarter notes to eighth notes and
the opposite happens during the ritardando section at the end of the piece, the eighth notes
become quarter notes. The piece is written in 4/4 meter and remains that way throughout.
Timbre
Baird utilizes the entire string orchestra throughout the piece. For much of the piece, the bass
and cello play the same rhythms and pitches while the violins and violas play their own unison
rhythms.

5

Unit 7: Form and Structure
Section
(measures)
m.1-4

Form

Musical Element

Other events

Introduction Opening of the piece,
accelerando is used to
increase the speed until the
allegro tempo is reached

The introduction is a directed
event, all sections have
marked down bows for the
first 5 notes which means
they will have to use bow lifts

m. 5-12

Theme A

Theme A is presented for the
first time

The Allegro tempo begins at
measures

m.13-14

Transition

Brief transition between A
and Al

Accents are used for the first
time to drive the rhythm

m.16-22

Al

Theme A returns with slight
variations in pitches and
rhythm

The dynamic level increases
frommf to/

m. 23-30

B

Theme B {the secondary
theme) is introduced

The staccatos are removed
from the lower strings and
this section ends on a half
cadence

m. 31-32

Transition

Transition between B and the
return of A

Accents are once again used
during this transition

m. 33-40

A2

The A theme returns with
more variation in the lower
strings rhythmically

The staccatos return to the
low strings

m. 41-end

conclusion

The ritardando is used to
simulate a train coming to a
stop

A dimuendo is used along
with the ritardando to further
signify the end of a journey.
The unison bowings are once
again marked.
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Unit 8: Suggested Listening

Hal Leonard Orchestra, The Christmas Train, July 12, 2016, Hal Leonard, 2016.
Adrian Gordon, Welcome Christmas Morning, Hal Leonard Publishing. August 10, 2017.
https://www.youtube.com/watch ?v=692D14gxs1Q
Brian Balmages, Into the Sky, Hal Leonard Publishing. October 18, 2012.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1gGLfCfQvpY
William Owens, Hocus Pocus, Hal Leonard Publishing.
https://www.jwpepper.com/sheet-music/mediaplayer.jsp?&type=audio&product1D=10592155
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1
Have Yourself a Merry Little Christmas
Arr: John Whitney

Unit 1:
John Cary Whitney was born on December 2, 1942 in Glens Falls, NY. He graduated from Ithaca
College with a degree in music education and received his Master's degree from the New
England Conservatory in Boston. He taught a wide variety of age groups during his life ranging
from school aged children to adults. He also taught at the University of Central Florida and
directed the jazz band and symphony orchestra. He later returned to NY and taught strings in
the Olean City School District. His last teaching position was at the Buffalo Academy of Visual
and Performing Arts. After his return to NY, Whitney founded the Southern Tier Symphony. He
directed the orchestra until he became ill. Whitney passed away on November 17, 2014.

1

Unit 2:
Have Yourself a Merry Little Christmas is written for full orchestra. It is based off of the song
written by Hugh Martin and Ralph Blane. The instrumentation is typical of a full orchestra piece.
This arrangement is graded as a 3 ½ by Alfred Publishing. There are a few solos throughout the
piece in the trumpet section, violin section, bassoon and clarinet section, and flute section.
There are a number of key changes throughout the piece that the timpanist must be aware of
and anticipate the tuning changes of the drums. The violins will also have to shift and artificial
harmonics are used throughout the string sections.

Unit 3:

1

https://caseyha lwigha rtle .com/tribute/details/1592/John-Whitney/obituary. html#tributesta rt

2

This rendition of Have Yourself a Merry Little Christmas was published in 2000. An American in
Paris, My Fair Lady and The Empire Strike Back Medley are just a few of the other arrangements

by Whitney that were completed around the year 2000. The original piece was written in 1944
for the movie Meet Me in St. Louis. It was sang by Judy Garland but has been recreated by a
variety of groups since. The song started as a simple melody that was originally thrown away
due to lack of ideas for it.2

Unit 4:
The piece is written for full orchestra and begins in D major. The key changes and so does the
time signature. There are several horn solos including a trombone, and horn. There are string
solos and wind solos which require every section to be strong and prepared. There are two
tempo changes within the piece one that speeds up and one that slows down meaning the
ensemble must watch the conductor for those changes. The first violins also have an optional
8va section which requires them to play in a shifted position. The cello section also needs to be
comfortable shifting in order to play this piece. The timpanist must retune their drums halfway
through the piece due to the key change.

Unit 5:
This piece was written in 2000 and is based on the tune with the same name. This arrangement
is very similar to the original piece with the exception being the middle section that is in 3/4.
Tempo changes as well as key and time changes happen throughout the piece. Dynamics are
used throughout the entire piece and they change frequently. Trills, accidentals, accents, slurs

2

"The Story Behind 'Have Yourself a Merry Little Chrirstmas"'.
little-christmas

3

and staccatos are used within the piece. The melody should sound like it is being sung, which is
evident in the slurs and phrasing that happens throughout.

Unit 6:
Melody
The melody that is presented throughout the piece is the main melody of the tune. It is passed
between sections of the orchestra, the trombone has it, violins, flutes, and horns are just a few
sections that present the melody. The passing melody requires balance between the sections of
the orchestra. This may be difficult due to the different instrument groups represented in an
orchestra.
Harmony
The key changes a few times throughout the piece. It moves from D major, to B flat major, then
moves to C major before returning and ending in D major. There are a few suspensions
throughout the piece.
Rhythm
The rhythms presented in this arrangement begin quite simple and gradually become more
complex and the piece moves forward. There are a few staggered entrances in different
sections throughout the piece. Triplets are used to propel the melody into the time and key
signature changes. The piece begins to feel like a waltz after this change. The rhythm returns to
the familiar feel once the time signature returns to common time. There is a small amount of
syncopation used toward the end of the piece.
Timbre

4
The piece begins quietly, with staggered entrances from different sections. For much of the
piece, the entire string section plays together where as the winds are often playing with a much
thinner texture. The louder the section of music needs to be, the more winds are added. The
closer to the end of the piece, the thicker the instrumentation becomes.

Unit 7: Form and Structure

Section
(measures)
m.1-7

Form

Musical Element

Other events

Introduction

Opening of the piece,
staggered entrances with a
bassoon and clarinet solo.

The introduction begins in D
major with a harmonic
tremolo in the second violins
and violas.

m. 8-23

Theme A

Theme A is presented for the
first time

Theme A is presented in the
strings. There is a key change
as well. The horns are the
only winds that join the
strings until measure 12.
Measure 16 features a
trombone solo.

m. 24-31

Theme B

Theme B is presented

Trumpets perform the
melody while the bells play
along. There are staggered
entrances within the other
instrument sections

m. 32-43

transition

Transition that features small
excerpts from the two
themes presented

A solo violin begins this
section. The section ends
with triplets in the upper
strings and the flutes and
oboes moving into the new
key/time signature

5

Transition in the new key and
time signature

This section moves into ¾
with a feeling of one. The
transition presents the waltz
feeling of the section with the
low strings and the bassoon
playing on beat one.

m.44-51

transition

m. 52-67

Theme A'

The original theme is
presented in the new key and
time signatures. The strings
have the melody.

The bassoon continues to
play on the down beats while
the other woodwinds play on
beats 2 and 3.

m. 68-79

Theme A'

The A theme continues with
the trombone, bassoon and
oboes join the low strings
with the melody

The horns continue with
beats 2 and 3 along with the
upper strings. The tuba
continues to play on the
down beats.

m. 80-89

Theme B'

The piece returns to the
original key and time
signature.

The winds play the melody
and the strings join four bars
later and build to a forte.

m. 90-end

Conclusion

M. 90 begins very much like
the introduction with solos
and staggered entrances.

There are many solos
throughout this section. The
piece ends quietly and a
ritardando is utilized as well.

Unit 8: Suggested Listening

Have Yourself a Merry Little Christmas arr. By Whitney.
https://www.youtube.com/watch ?v=1sQDLIVO65U
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1
Light the Candles!
Deborah Baker Monday

Unit 1:
Deborah Baker Monday was born in September of 1953. Born and raised in Mobile, Al, she
recently retired from the Logan City School District and currently works as a guest clinician,
conductor and teaching supervisor. Monday received her bachelors from Florida State
University and her Masters in composition from the University of Alabama where she was
awarded an academic fellowship. Once completing her course work to receive her doctorate,
she was hired to teach in the Logan City School District. While there, she began composing and
arranging for educational strings and has worked with seven publishing companies. Monday
teaches private bass lessons and is also an active performer. Monday has presented at
numerous music conferences as well as ASTA conferences. She is considered one of the leading
contributors in educational repertoire for string players.'

Light the Candles! is written for string orchestra and optional piano. The piano part is a

reduction of the score. The piece is presented in d harmonic minor, with f natural and c sharps.
The piece has two main melodies that are presented separately at first and then are combined
later in the piece. This blending of melodies creates a rich texture and increased interest in the
piece. Light the Candles is a grade 2 piece, written for late beginner strings. This piece was
written in 2012 and published by Carl Fischer, LLC.

1

Deborah Baker Monday, "Deborah Baker Monday."
https ://www. ke ndo rm us ic. com/ cc6/ com pose rs/com pose rs-m/ de bora h-ba ker·
monday.html.
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Unit 3:
Light the Candles was written to sound like Hanukkah Oh Hanukkah which is a traditional

Yiddish Hanukkah song. Monday used rhythms and harmonies to represent a similar style to
Hanukkah Oh Hanukkah. She also wrote a few other holiday pieces around this time such as
Holiday Fanfare. Monday would aim to write 8-10 pieces of various styles and grade level

within any given year for about eight years.2

Unit 4:
The piece begins in d harmonic minor. The accidentals are written in throughout the piece as
opposed to being written in a key signature. The key of the is evocative of Hebrew folk music.
The ensemble should learn how to play a d harmonic minor scale before learning the piece, this
will allow them to better understand the tonality of it. During the slow and expressive "B"
section, the ensemble should be able to play tremolos as well as a low one finger pattern since
there are b flats added throughout this section to provide more of a natural minor mode.
Ritardandos and fermatas are also used and should be reviewed before performing the piece.
Light the Candles returns to d harmonic minor at measure 61 and at measure 69, both of the

main melodies are presented and blended together. The ensemble should be familiar with
playing pizzicato as well as area. They should also understand how to play tremolos.
Light the Candles does not feature an individual instrumentalist, but rather features individual

sections of the ensemble. Each section has a chance to play the melody of the piece meaning all
sections should be comfortable with accidentals and the minor key. The ensemble should also
understand how to play in a legato style with smooth and connected bows. There are several

2

Deborah Monday, email message to author, October 1, 2018.
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Unit S:
This piece was written in 2005 and is written to sound like a train speeding up to a quick tempo
and slowing down to a stop. The accents provide the driving force along with the accelerando.
The ritardando at the end of the piece helps provide the feeling of the train slowing down to a
gradual stop. The piece is marked by an Allegra tempo and the low string sections spend a lot of
time playing staccato, indicating that the piece should be played quickly and lightly. As for
dynamics, Baird was quite sparse, only indicating three dynamic levels throughout the whole
piece. This allows for flexibility and interpretation throughout the phrases.

Unit 6:
Melody
There are two distinct melodies presented in Light the Candles! The first, theme A, begins after
the introduction at measure 7 and continues until measure 23. It is presented in an eight bar
phrase followed by a four measure transition. After the transition, theme A is repeated with
slight variations to the melody. The secondary theme, or theme B, begins at measure 35 where
the tempo and mood changes. Theme B is also presented in an eight measure phrase. Following
theme B, there is a fermata and an immediate change back to the beginning tempo. Measure
45 presents a four measure transition into measure 49. At 49, both the A and B melodies are
presented and blended together. The blending of the two themes continues to the end of the
piece.
Harmony

4

The piece begins in d harmonic minor and moves to d natural minor during the slow and
expressive section. Each section ends on a perfect authentic cadence and stays harmonically
consistent and stable throughout.
Rhythm
The rhythms presented in this piece are syncopated during theme A. The transitions and theme
B are straight forward except for the dotted quarter note rhythms which begins at measure 37.

Light the Candles! Is written in common time and remains that way throughout the entire
piece. The tempo does change twice during the piece, it moves to a slow tempo during the
middle of the piece and quickly transitions back to the fast allegro.
Timbre
Monday uses the entire string orchestra through much of the piece. The melodies are often
presented in one instrument and then more instrument groups are slowly added to achieve a
greater texture.

Unit 7: form and Structure
Section
(measures)

Form

Musical Element

Other events

5
m.1-6

Introduction

Opening of the piece, the
syncopated rhythm that is
present throughout the
entire piece is first
presented

The piece begins with low
strings and gradually adds
other instruments until the
full ensemble plays at
measure 7

m. 7-14

Theme A

Theme A is presented for the
first time

The violin one section
presents the first melody
while the other instruments
fill in on the beast with
quarter notes

m.15-22

Theme A'

Theme A is repeated, this
time in the cello

Every other section besides
the cellos are using pizzicato
during this section.

m. 23-26

transition

Four measure transition
back to Theme A

The violins and violas have
unison rhythm; all
instruments return to arco.

m. 27-34

Theme A"

Violins and violas present
the A theme

There are bow lifts presented
and this section ends in a

caesura.

J

m. 35-44

Theme B

This is the first presentation
of theme B.

The tempo changes and
becomes slow and
expressive. Violins also use
tremolos and low strings play
in a /egoto style.

m.45-48

transition

The introduction is
reintroduced

The instrument groups
stagger in their entrances.

m.49-56

ThemeC

Both themes are presented
and blending during this
section

The violin one section plays
Theme A and the violin two
section and violas play Theme
B

m. 57-64

Theme A"'

Theme A is presented in the
violin two and viola section
while the violin one holds
long, sustained pitches

The cello section has moving
eighth notes underneath
Theme A.
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m. 65-68

Transition

Transition section, slight
variation on the first
transition section

The violins and violas have a
unison rhythm while the bass
and cello have unison
rhythms.

m. 69-76

ThemeD

This section blends all of the
melodies together

Violin ones are divided, the
top pitches play the sustained
notes while the bottom
pitches are the melody. The
violas play Theme B and
cellos play their moving
eighth notes from earlier in
the piece

m. 77-end

conclusion

The syncopated melody is
brought back in the cello
section

The piece ends on unison
down and then up bows.

Unit 8: Suggested Listening
Bud caputo, Chanukah O Chanukah. Carl Fischer.
tittos://www.sheetmusicplus.com/title/chanukah-o-chanukah-sheet-·
music/5101479?utm_medium=cpc&adpos=1o2&gclid=EAla1QobChMlpqL0y8Tv3QIVhkS
GChlHdAcCEAQYAiABEglgKvD_BwE&d=sem_sidecar&d=sem_sidecar&d=sem_ggl_{cam
paign_id}_&popup=false&popup=false&utm_source=google&ac=i&country_code=USA
&sc_intid=5101479&scid,,,scplp5101479
Bud Caputo, Festival of Lights. Alfred Music Publishing. https://www.jwpepper.com/sheetmusic/media-player.jsp?&typee:audio&productlD=c10027603
Bayside Middle School, Light the Candles!, December 8, 2012.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?vcc3UetlTvSDYw
Scott Watson, Dreidl Adventure. Wingert-Jones Publications.
https://www.jwpepper.com/sheet-music/rnediaplayer.jsp?&type=audio&product1D=10304015
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1
St Paul Suite for strings; Intermezzo
Gustav Holst

Unit 1:
Gustav Holst was born in South West England in 1874. Coming from a family of professional
musicians, Holst followed their footsteps. Holst studied at the Royal College of Music and
studied composition. He also performed on trombone and became a teacher to help support
himself. He served as the musical director at Morley College from 1907 until 1924 and also
performed there. Holst also taught at St Paul's Girls' School from 1905 until 1934 where he
pioneered music education for women. Holst was briefly popular after the First World War
thanks to his composition The Planets.

1

Unit 2.:

St Paul's Suite was written in 1912 and published in 1922 after revisions. It was written in
gratitude to St Paul's Girls' School where he was the Director of Music for building him a
soundproof studio. There are four movements; I. Jig: Vivace, II. Ostinato: Presto, Ill. Intermezzo:
2

Andante and IV. Finale: Allegro. The third movement features a solo violin on top of the
traditional string orchestra instrumentation. There are multiple key signature, time signature
and tempo changes throughout the movement.
Unit 3:
The piece was written in 1912 while Holst was the Director of Music at St Paul's Girls' School
and Morley College. St Paul's opened a new music suite during this time and the piece was

1
2

"Gustav Holst". Accessed October 14, 2018. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gustav_Holst
"St Paul's Suite". Accessed October 14, 2018.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/St_Paul%27s_Suite
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written for that occasion. Holst wrote Second Suite in Ffor Military Band in 1911 and The
Planets in 1916. Stravinsky premiered The Rite of Spring in 1913 and a year after that, Holst first
heard Five Pieces for Orchestra by Schoenberg.

3

Unit 4:
The third movement begins in a melodic minor, briefly moves to A major and then back to a
melodic minor. The solo violin part requires the musician to play in the extremely high register
while utilizing accidentals and triplets. There are also many tempo and time signature changes
throughout this short movement. The musicians are also asked to perform chords non-divisi as
well as to be in shifted positions throughout adding another level of difficulty to the piece.
According to JW Pepper, it is graded as a medium/advanced piece.

Unit S:
In 1907, Holst began exploring English and Scottish folk music. He traveled frequently and was
fascinated by people and culture. Van Williams, whom was a friend of Hoists', became
interested in folk music and Holst did as well. This interest in folk music can be heard in the
fourth movement of this suite, "The Dargason". The third movement features a modal melody
which is eventually taken up in the solo violin part.

Unit 6:
Melody
There are two melodies presented in the third movement, one during the Andante con moto
sections and one during the vivace sections. These melodies are presented in the solo violin
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part when first introduced but are seen in other sections later in the movement. Each time the
two themes are repeated within the movement, slight variations are used.
Harmony
The melody is presented in the solo violin part while the other sections of the string orchestra
provide the harmonic function. The bass provides broken chords throughout the entire third
movement. The key changes multiple times throughout the movement and the bass continues
to provide the harmonic functions.
Rhythm
Triplets and sixteenth note patterns are used throughout the movement. The first melody
utilizes the triplet pattern and the second melody utilizes the sixteenth note pattern. If a
particular section is not playing the melody, they are playing either a simple quarter note
rhythm or an eighth note pattern.
Timbre
The entire ensemble is used throughout the whole piece. The solo violin provides the melody
throughout the entire piece on top of the full string orchestra.
Unit 7: Form and Structure

Section
(measures)

Form

Musical Element

Other events

4
m.1-6

Introduction

Opening of the piece

The sections enter starting
with low strings than
everyone else, the solo violin
does not begin yet

m. 7-18

Theme 1 A

The melody begins in the solo
violin and is presented in 12
bar phrases

The rest of the strings remain
in a quarter note, quarter
rest, quarter note pattern

m.19-30

Theme 1 B

This is the "B" section of the
first theme. The violin ones
join in with melody

Violas begin a solo at
measure 25 and leads into
the vivace section

m. 31-46

Theme2A

The second theme is
presented in the violin one
section

The solo violin part is
removed during this section,
the violins present the
melody

m.47-54

Theme2B

Key change as well as a
dynamic change

The violins play a unison
rhythm with the violin ones
playing the melody

m. 55-60

transition

Continuation of the
transition, back to the
original tempo and time
signature

The first theme is presented
again with slight variations,
all strings but bass have the
melody, ends with a fermata

m. 61-66

Transition
continuation

Solo violin rejoins with
melody while rest of
orchestra plays chords

Solo violin 8va with melody

m. 67-78

Theme 18

This section is repeated from
m.19

Viola solo ends this section

m. 79-86

Theme 2A

Time signature and tempo
change, returning to the
vivace from earlier

Different key than when
theme 2 is first introduced,
violas now have the melody
with second violins entering
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m. 87-94

Theme 28

Repeated from previous
section

The first violins join together
with the solo violin for a tutti
section.

m. 95-100

transition

Key change, time signature
change and tempo change,
repeat of the transition from
m.55

End with a fermata and a
decrescendo, leading into
solos on each part minus the
bass

m.101-end

conclusion

Solos in each section leading
to a tutti plucked pitch in the
cello and bass to end the
piece

Very soft, legato ending

Unit 8: Suggested Listening
New York Classical Players, St. Paul's Suite. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5Sxbj1AKrj8
NHK Symphony Orchestra Wind Section, Second Suite for Military Band in F Major.
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